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Eisbach 

"Surf N Turf"

Eisbach is a small man-made rivulet in the city that is a popular site for

surfing. The river flows through the English Garden. Near the Haus der

Kunst art museum, it forms a large enough wave for surfing. The river is

quite turbulent, making swimming here dangerous, though sometimes a

few people can be seen in the water. While only experienced surfers are

allowed to surf here, it is a fun pastime to watch them at it, balancing their

boards and cutting through the waves.

 +49 89 2339 6500 (Tourist

Information)

 www.eisbach.de/  Himmelreichstraße 5, Munique
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Flying Fox 

"Rush of Adranaline"

Situated in the famous Olympiapark München stadium, Flying Fox is

where excitement and thrill coincide. Set on the roof of the stadium, its

the climb to the top that first gets your pulse racing. Once at the top, take

in the view, before your strap yourself into the harness and prepare to zip

across the stadium. Stretching 200 meters (656 feet) this short yet

exciting ride, induces one of the most enjoyable adrenaline rushes.

 +49 8641 699 7447  sayaq-adventures-muench

en.com/en/flying-fox-

muenchen-2/

 office@sayaq-adventures-

muenchen.com

 Spiridon-Louis-Ring 21,

Olympiapark München,

Munique

 by Taxiarchos228   

Olympiapark 

"The Olympic Complex"

Built for the 1972 Olympic Games, the Olympic complex is now used for a

variety of leisure activities ranging from sports events to concerts. The

287-meter (942-foot) high Olympic Tower boasts a stunning view of the

city. On a good day, visitors can go up and see as far as the Alps. There is

also a rotating restaurant at the top. The famous canopy roof which spans

the Olympic Stadium, the Olympic Swimming Pool and the Olympiahalle

were a topic of debate in their day. The complex is, however, timelessly

beautiful and has become an integral part of the modern cityscape. The

Olympiaberg (Olympic Hill) is a grassy mound made from Second World

War rubble and also provides great views. The ice rink and swimming pool

are also popular with sports fans, as is the Olympic Stadium, home to FC

Bayern Munich- one of Europe's top football clubs.

 +49 89 3 0670  www.olympiapark.de/de/o

lympiapark-muenchen/

 info@olympiapark-

muenchen.de

 Spiridon-Lois-Ring 21,

Munique
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DTKC Munchen 

"Exciting Water Sports"

Established in 1912, this club offers sporting enthusiasts access to water

sports, especially Kayaking. The Association offers members a variety of

activities from Beginner level to Advanced levels. Interestingly, they hold

training camps and trips which are open to the public as well. If you have

an interest in Kayaking, you can learn how to paddle, and other basics at

the exciting training camps. You'll also get to meet fellow enthusiasts at

these events.

 +49 89 723 2955  www.dtkc.de  info@dtkc.de  Zentralländstrasse 2,

Munique
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